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SPECIAL REPORT:

Psychrometrics for

Builders and Des¡gners

With the advent of more-sophisticated envelope design for houses, it hæ

become increasingly important for residential designen and builders to
understand psychrometrics - the behavior of moist ai¡ under va¡ious
temperature and humidity conditions.

One basic tool is the "psychrometric chart." A fullpsychrometric chart

includes hundreds of lines that describe ttre physical properties of air
over a broad range of temperanues. Most people get drzzy just looking
æ a complete chart and to master its use is a challenge even for many
engineers. Figure 1 is a simplified venion of the psychrometric cha¡t.
The horizontal æ<is represens dry-bulb air temperature (dry-bulb
temperaflrre is whæ we're all used to, measured with an ordinary
thermometer). The curved lines represent relæive humidity.

h this report we will show how this simplifred chart can be used by
designers and builders to address several practical moisture-relæed
design issues.
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Predicting Moisture Condensation With the Psychrometric Chart

Some common questions
1. Dr:ring surtmer, will condensation occru on an uninsulated basement

floor in a warm climæe if the basement is ventilæed with outdoor ai¡?

2. During winter, will condensæion occgr on ventilæion intake ducts

locæed in a heaæd basement?

3. Under what conditions will condensation occur on cold water pipes?

4.11 awall is insulæed with R-19 fiberglass batts plus R-7 exterior

foilfaced foam sheæhing, will condensation occur on the inner foil face

of the sheæhing?
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Figure 1 - A Simplified Psychrometric Chart
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Fínding the answers
To predict whether or not moisnue condensation will occur on a certain

surface, one needs to know three things:

1. The temperature of the air.

2.T\e relæive humidity of the air.

3. The temperature of the surface in question.

Moisnue condensation occurs when air is cooled below a certain critical

temperature called the "dew point temperatuÌ€."

lf the temperature of a surface is below the dew po¡nt
temperature of the air, condensation will occur.

If we know the temperanue and relative humidity, it is easy to

determine the dew point temperan¡re of an ai¡ ma.ss by using the

psychrometric cha¡t. The following four examples show how to use the

chart to determine dew point temperature and to predict condensation

conditions. The fint three examples deal with surface condensation on

basement floors, ventilation ducts, and cold water pipes. Example 4 is a

slightly more complex situation in which we look at the possibility of

concealed condensæion inside a wall section'

Example l: Condensation on basement floors

In warm climates, some designen intentionally avoid sub-slab insulæion

under basement floors to derive some benefit from ground-coupled

cooling. But sometimes those slabs get wet and although the fint
suspected culprit is groundwater, moisture condensæion from interior air

may actually be the source. In those cases, it may be advisable to

insulæe the slab to prevent surface condensæion.

As an example, let's look at Houston, Texas, where summer design

conditions a¡e about 92"F and 507o reladrye humidity. If a basement in

Houston is ventilated with outdoor air during the summer, is

condensæion likely to occgr on the uninsulated basement floor? (The

average ground temperature atz- to l}-footdepth is about 79'F in

summer.)
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Figure 2 - Finding the Dew Point Temperature of Air at 92'F and 50% RH.

Solution (Figure 2)
To answer the question, we use the psychrometric chart to deærmine the
dew point temperahüe of the air. If the surface temperanue of the floor
is below the dew point temperature of the air, condensation will occur.

Here's how to use the chart:

1. Find 92"F on the horizontal a¡ris.

2. Follow the line vertically up to the intenection of the curved line
ma¡ked 507o RH.

3. Proceed horizontally to the left to the intersection with the curved line
ma¡ked 1007o RH.

4. Finally, proceed vertically down to the horizontal æ<is and read the
dew point temperatue - about 71'F.

kr this instance, the dew point æmperaffie of the air is 71'F. Since the
average ground temperature in summer, about 79'F, is not below the
71'F dew point temperature, condercation sløuld tØt occur.

t2
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Example 2: Condensation on ventilatíon ducts
If fresh air intake ducts for a ventilæion system a¡e located in a heæed

basement, will moisnue condense on the outer surface? If so, what

should be done?

Solution (Figure 3)
To answer the question, we first determine the dew point temperature of
the indoor air using the psychrometric cha¡t. Next we estimate typical
duct surface tempera¡ures to see if they fall below the ai¡ dew point
tempefatufe.

Iæt's assume the indoor ai¡ is æ 70'F and 407o RIl. The method for
determining dewpoint temperanue is the same as in Example 1.

1. Using the chart, find 70'F on the horizontal a,xis.

2. Proceed vertically to the curved line ma¡ked 407oRLL

3. Proceed horizontally to the lift to the intersection with the curved line

ma¡ked 1007o RH.

4. Finally, proceed downwa¡d and ¡ead the dew point æmperature -4"F - on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3 - Finding the Dewpoint Temperature of Air at 78'F and 40% RH
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Under these indoor conditions, condensation will occur on any surface
wlnse temperature is below 44T. Il winter outdoor air temperanrres
a¡e often below 44"F for extended periods of time, then condensation on
the duct surface will definiæly be a problem.

To alleviæe the problem, the fresh ai¡ intake duct should be insulated.

Example 3: Condensation on cold water pípes
Suppose one of your customers discovers water in the plumbing wall
behind the bathroom. He suspects a plumbing leak, but the¡e doesn't
seem to be enough water for ttræ. He is any elderly man and keeps the
house æ about 78'F. \ilhen you visit the house, you measure the
relative humidity at 50Vo. Could the problem be condensæion on the
cold water pipes? The house uses well water from a deep well. The
water temperature is about 45'F.

Solution (Figure 4)
Using the psyctrometric chart (Figrue 4), we see ttræ the dew point
temperature of ai¡ æ 78"F and 507o RH is 58"F. Since the cold water
temperature is below that (45"F), condensation is probably occurring on
the pipes. To remedy the situæion, either the relæive humidity of rhe
house should be reduced and/or the cold water pipes should be insulæed.
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Figure 4 - Finding the Dew Point Temperature of Air at 78'F and 50% RH
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Example 4: Concenled condensation in an insulated wall

Solution

The following simplc fiocedure can be used to calculate the æmperæue
at any point (P) insidc 4 wall (see Figure 5).

1. Calculæe the total Rryalue of the wall. Call this Rl.
2. Calculate the R-valug of the wall from the inside air to the point (p)
thæ you are interests¡J in. Call úis R2.

3. Ti = Indoor temperí4fre.

To = Outdosr temperautrs.

4. Tp = Temperanre Apoint p.

To find Tp, use the follg,¡¡ing equæion:

Tp = Ti - ((Ti-To) x ß2lR1))
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Figure 5 - Finding Úìc Trfiperature at a point p in a wall
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For this example, we need to find the temperature of the foil when the
indoor temperature (TÐ is 70'F and the outdoor temperature (To) is
35'F. The R-values are taken from Figure 5.

1. Rl = 28.72

2.R2 =20.13

3. Ti = 70'F
To = 35'F

4.Tp = 70 - ((70-35) x20.I3128.72'¡ = 45"p

Thus the temperature of the foil surface will be 45'F when the outdoor
air is 35'F and the indoor afu is 70"F.

In Example 2, we found ttrat the dewpoint temperature of ai¡ æ 70'F and

40VoF-Il is about 44'F (Figure 3) - slightly below the 45'F foil
temperafure. Thus no condensation should occur under these

temperature conditions. It is, however, a borderline case; if the outdoor
air temperanue were to drop, condensation might occur.

You can perform this calculation for any wall design and temperæure

regime. Keep in mind thæ it cannot exactly predict when condensation

will occur because of complicating facton such as parallel heæ flow
through studs, insulæion imperfections, air leaks, etc. Also, keep in
mind thæ moistu¡e condensatio¡ i¡ y¿¡lls wittr exterior sheuhing is quite

complex and not fully understood. In many cases, no evidence of
condensation is found even though calculations show thæ it should

occur. But the calculæions are good insurance. If they show thæ

condensæion will not occur under average winter conditions, then one

can confidently assume that no moisn¡re problems from condensation
will occur.

Understanding "Dry Winter Air"
At a semina¡ in Cleveland, Ohio, one builder in the audience asked why
outdoor ai¡ could be used to lower the humidity in a house even though
the outdoor air may have a relæive humidity as high aslÙVo and the
indoor air may have a lower relative humidity of, say, only 50Vo.

The explanation is actually quite simple. Relæive humidity is a measure

of "percent satulation" of water vapor in air. Cotd air can hold less

water vapor than warm air. For example, ai¡ æ 35"F can hold a
maximum of 0.0043 pounds of moistu¡e per pound of dry air at
sanrræion. If outdoor air æ 35'F has, say, 707o of that amount of
moisture (0.0030 pounds per pound dry air), we say it ß 70Vo san¡rued
and has a relæive humidity of 707o (see Figr:re 6). Now suppose we
bring outdoor ai¡ at 35'F and 707o Rfl into a house and heat it to 70'F.
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Figure 6 - Craph Showing the. Change in Relative Humidity of Air at 35'F and 70"/" RH

When Heated to 70'F With no Moisturc Added or Removed

Iæt's assume no moisture is add¿d or retnvedfrom tlu air. At70'F, air

can hold 3.4 times as much moisture as air at 35'F (0.0158 pound per

pound dry air). Thus, even though this air was nea¡ly sanuated when it
wÍls outside (707o RII), it is nowhere near sanraæd when it is brought
indoors and heated" h facq the reliative humidity is now only 197o (see

Figure 6).

The change in reliative hurnidify when dry winær air is brought into a
house is easy to deærmine using the psychrcmetic cha¡l Here's a quick

example:

Example 5
If outdoor ai¡ has a temperafure of 40'F and a relæive humidity of 607o,

whæ will be its relæive humidity if it is brought into a house and heæed

to 75"F?
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Figure 7 - Finding the relative humidity of air at 40'F and 60o/" ¡h when heated to 75't

Solutíon (Fígure 7)
1. Find 40'F on the horizontal axis.

2. Proceed vertically to the inærsection of the curved line ma¡ked ñ7o RH

3. Proceed horizontally to the right to the inænection with the vertical
line ma¡ked 75'F.

4. The relæive humidity of the air is read from the curved lines. In this

case, it is between IÙVo and207o, about lïVo.

h this situation, if no moisttrre was added to the air from indoor
soruces, the indoor relæive humidity would be l\Vo. Of course, if the

house is occupied, quite a bit of moisnue is given off from occupant

activity and the actual indoor relæive humidity will be somewhat higher,
depending upon the rate of indoor moistr¡re generation and outdoor air
leakage and ventilæion.
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